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comparative Analysis of Ancient Ritual Sacrifice
Abstract
This analysis claims that there is a
similarity within ancient civilizations
that practice ritual killing of animals
and humans. Using a similar form of
comparison as the Standard CrossCultural Sample, this analysis regards
ritual practices in the ancient Mediterranean, Hinduism, the Qiang people,
and the Aztec Empire in regards to
their sacrificial practices, their social
and political structures, and the psychological hypothesis that sacrifice was
used to quell natural human violence to
see what factors are necessary for ritual
sacrifice to evolve.

Introduction
The study of ritual sacrifice can be
broken down into four different
catagories.
1. Not all sacrifices are the same, all
are different in ceremony, location,
reason, and theology.

Research
Sacrifice (n.)

Sacrifice within this study will be defined as the killing
of a human or animal in a ceremony within a religous
context.
Many Parts

- Sacrifice is often times rooted in the community’s history. In the
town of Hermione as described by Pausanias held a large ritual for
Demeter whom the Hermionians are described as alerting Demeter
that her daughter has been taken (Johnston 217).
- There are several small moments that can be altered for sacrifce. No
two are the same. Nor are two reasons for a ritual the same (DeMaris
63).
- Rituals may share similarities, but there is no univeral rule that all
rituals must follow.

Social Climate

- “This deeply hierarchical social order reflects human physiology and
gives sacrificial sanction to human occupations” (Chapple 226).
- In Kaniyan, India, though the shamans that perform the Sudali cer
emony are untouchables, they still are in charge of this precious reli
gious function (John 125).
- Within the Qiang community, their ritual for the white mountain has
become both religously and socialy importantfor the community (Yu
157).
- Sacrifice is found in more complex cultures (Winkleman 293).

Scape goat

2. They can be a reflection of a culturles social climate.

-“…[H]uman societies develop a mechanism for redirecting violence
between competitors to another party. This is none other than a
scape goat” (DeMaris 61).
-“[Sacrifice is] a revelation and cancellation of the original violence
which founds cultural institutions” (Chapple 223).

3. There is a hypothesis that sacrifice was used as a release for instinctual violence.

POlitics

4. There it can also reflect the politcial climate of the civilization in

- Winkleman aruges that the Aztec Empire used their flowery wars to
not only gain ritual victims but to also deplete enemy resources and
manpower (Winkleman 288).
- Societies with a greater cultural complexity both socialy and politi
caly have a higher chance of developing human sacrifice according
to the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample (Winkleman 293).

Conclusion
Therefore, in order for a society to develope ritual sacrifice, it is necessary for
there to be both a complex
social and political structure, a need to quell violence within that society, an
a religious explination for
the practice even though it
may not be the underlying
cause.
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